The Dane Lot of the Webb Forest Preserve boasts a near half century of sustainable forestry as a Tree Farm. The 74 acres under conservation are filled with high-quality White Pine and are traversed by bubbling streams, with signs of moose often apparent along the southern edge of the easement. The trail mapped here in red is a suitable walking trail for all seasons, while many other logging trails like the one mapped in blue are off shoots covered with slash and dotted with rocks and are nice trails for winter exploration with snow shoes or skis on a padding of snow. These paths connect with a larger network of walking and snowmobile trails that travel off the easement.

**Drive Directions:** From the intersection of routes 103 and 103B (at the base of Mt. Sunapee) travel west on 103 for 1.5 mi and turn left on Cross Rd. Travel 0.2 mi and the trailhead will be on the right with ASLPT and Tree Farm signs. Park along the west side of Cross Rd. near the signs.